its alliance relationships in other parts of the world. The most enduring of these alliances is the North Atlantic Treaty Organization. NATO has proven to be a steadfast 
Enhancing NATO Interoperability
Developing a relationship on the battlefield in the midst of a crisis with someone I have never met before can be very challenging… Trust has to be built over time. You can't surge trust.
-Admiral Mike Mullen 1 The strategic interests of the United States will ultimately determine where and how it commits its elements of national power. As the United States rebalances its military force after 10 years of conflict in Iraq and Afghanistan it must reevaluate where and how to apply its finite resources to remain an effective and relevant applicator of national power. Rebalancing resources to the Asia Pacific Rim, without sacrificing America's security interests in other parts of the world requires the military to maximize the resources it can generate and the relationships it possesses. In the case of Europe this requires the United States to review its relationships with its North American Treaty Organization (NATO) allies and further build an interoperable and credible multinational force that will endure for decades to come.
The official NATO website defines interoperability "as the ability for Allies to act together coherently, effectively and efficiently to achieve tactical, operational and strategic objectives." 2 Building an enduring interoperability requires the United States to reinvigorate partnerships as low as the ground maneuver battalion and brigade level, which can be accomplished using European based units and facilities. This interoperability enhancement can be achieved through more effective partnering of the remaining U.S. forces in Europe with similar units from other NATO countries, fully integrating alliance members into the combat training center at Hohenfels, Germany, and using the NATO Response Force train-up as a multinational and multi-echelon capstone exercise. These recommendations are examples of tactical initiatives that 2 have strategic import: building this interoperability ensures our allies are as well prepared as any other alliance country for combat operations. It also increases the chances that all will both be available and ready when called and maintain the political resolve required to fulfill common operational requirements.
Through the application of an Ends, Ways, and Means approach, this project will demonstrate how the United States can, through interoperability enhancements, maintain an influence in Europe that ensures trained and committed allies and strategic partners for years to come.
The Desired Ends
The U.S. military, as an element of national power, is instrumental to securing U.S. interests around the world. To determine the role the military will play in advancing U.S. interests one must first look to the objectives the Nation desires to attain. This end state can be obtained from several different sources starting with the President and the U.S. National Security Strategy (NSS). The NSS, in general terms, reaffirms the Nation's interests, and provides general guidance for how those interests will be achieved. Supporting and supplemental documents to the NSS often outline more specifically the ways and means for achieving the objectives or ends defined by the President. We seek the security of our Nation, allies and partners. We seek the prosperity that flows from an open and free international economic system. And we seek a just and sustainable international order where the rights and responsibilities of nations and people are upheld, especially the fundamental rights of every human being. In that same time the United States has divested itself of more than 540 installations, and will return four more major bases by 2015. Although defense is and must remain the prerogative of sovereign nations, an alliance that brings Europe and North America together requires an equitable sharing of the burden in order to be efficient. Downward trends in European defense budgets raise some legitimate concerns. At the current pace of cuts, it is hard to see how Europe could maintain enough military capabilities to sustain similar operations in the future. And this 7 touches on a fundamental challenge facing Europe and the alliance as a whole: how to avoid having the economic crisis degenerate into a security crisis. The way Europe responds to this challenge could determine its place in the global order and the future of security. 17 Rasmussen's identification in the article of the fiscal constraints faced by
European nations leads to the introduction of "Smart Defence", a concept that "lies not in spending more but in spending better. A tangible yet of often overlooked benefit of developing interoperability and relationships at the lowest level is the continuity it provides NATO in the long term.
Battalion and brigade level commanders from America's NATO allies are the future general officers of their armies. These commanders will retain lessons learned as they advance through the ranks and it will become the standard for NATO operations. They have an understanding of policies and procedures and know friends they made long ago are a phone call or email away.
A New Way Enhancing Ground Combat Force Interoperability in Europe
The United States recently announced the return of all ground combat forces from Europe minus two Brigade Combat Teams (BCTs). 37 The BCTs remaining in 
Making the Joint Readiness Training Center Truly Multinational
The EUCOM Posture Statement refers to the Joint Multinational Training Center (JMTC) in Grafenwohr, Germany as a "strategic asset" and the "linchpin for achieving vital theater objectives meeting the comprehensive security cooperation mission".
Further it "enables a broad range of multinational training events that ensures U. In that same time representatives from nearly 50 countries visited the center to observe some aspect of the training environment. 45 Although each visit had a separate agenda the number of foreign visitors demonstrates JMRCs importance as America's allies strive for greater interoperability. has proven to be a reliable and ready alliance. With a global focus the United States must reevaluate the ways it employs the means available to achieve its goals.
Shrinking European defense budgets require a reevaluation of NATO as a Means.
Calls for greater interoperability and Smart Defence initiatives are the way NATO will remain a reliable alliance well into the future. Enduring interoperability must be 24 achieved at the military level through more frequent and repetitive contact with our allies. Three methods to achieve this with existing means are to fully align remaining U.S forces in Europe with NATO country counterparts, to assign NATO officers and non-commissioned officers as observer controllers at the Joint Multinational Readiness
Center, and to utilize the NATO Response Force validation period, conducted over numerous training areas, as a valid test of interoperability of the force. This interoperability will ensure that when NATO allies fight they will possess the mutual trust and understanding to be successful faster when entering the combat zone. As these officers, NCOs, and Soldiers become the leaders of their respective countries they will expect this level of interoperability to be the "new normal". This new normal will be essential for protecting U.S. interests into the future.
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